TOP/WEAR/TRAFFIC COAT (NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY)
PUMADEQ FLEX 30SL REINFORCED WITH PUMADEQ N-FLEECE
PUMADEQ PRIMER 20

PUMADEQ FLEX 31MV REINFORCED WITH PUMADEQ N-FLEECE
PUMADEQ PRIMER 20

BLUESKIN ADHESIVE
(INSTALL PRIOR TO PUMADEQ SYSTEM TO ENHANCE ADHESION AT TRANSITION)

BLUESKIN WP200 PRIMER (SEE NOTE #2)

NOTES:
1. DETAIL SHOWS HENRY BLUESKIN WP200 SELF-ADHERED WATERPROOFING TRANSITION WITH HENRY PUMADEQ SYSTEM. SUBSTRATE SHOWN IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR AUTHORIZED SUBSTRATES.

2. REFER TO THE BLUESKIN WP200 TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR PRIMER RECOMMENDATIONS.

3. TRANSITION DETAIL IS SUITABLE FOR BOTH REINFORCED AND UNREINFORCED PUMADEQ SYSTEM FIELD MEMBRANE APPLICATIONS. TOP, WEAR, AND TRAFFIC COATING NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY. REFER TO PUMADEQ SYSTEM DETAILS FOR FURTHER CLARITY.

4. PREPARE AND PRIME VERTICAL SUBSTRATES A MINIMUM 2" BEYOND PUMADEQ SYSTEM APPLICATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH HENRY PUMADEQ SYSTEM SUBSTRATE PREPARATION GUIDELINES.

5. HENRY OFFERS PAVERS, RIGID INSULATION, AND/OR PREFABRICATED DRAINAGE COMPOSITES AS A SINGLE SOURCE WARRANTY OPTION PER PROJECT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. CONTACT HENRY FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS AND WARRANTY OPTIONS.

6. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC GUIDE SPECIFICATION FOR RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.